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Abstract—We report a high-rate, low-power wireless transmission
system (named HermesD) to aid the research in neural prosthetics for
motor disabilities, by recording and transmitting neural activity from
electrode arrays implanted in rhesus monkeys. This system supports the
simultaneous transmission of 32 channels of broadband data sampled at
30 kSps, 12 bit/sample, using FSK modulation on a 3.95 GHz carrier,
with a link range extending over 20 m. The channel rate is 24 Mbit/s and
the bit stream includes synchronization and error detection mechanisms.
The power consumption, approximately 142 mW, is low enough to allow
the system to operate for about two days, using two 3.7 V / 1100 mAh
Li-Ion battery packs. The transmitter was designed using off-the-shelf
components and is small enough to fit on a printed circuit board with
20 cm². The receiver is composed of several submodules in a bench-
top configuration and interfaced to a computer for data storage and
processing. This system can be easily scaled up in terms of the number
of channels and data rate, being an appropriate test platform for a future
96-channel version of the system.

Index Terms—Neural prosthetics, in vivo neural recording, wireless
high-rate multichannel biotelemetry, high-rate FSK transmitter

I. INTRODUCTION

Neural recordings from freely behaving animals is an emerging
area of neuroscience research. The approach described here could
enable the study of complex behaviors that are inaccessible in an
experimental rig such as social behavior, locomotion, or naviga-
tion [1]. Using a wireless approach, algorithms can now be tested
in a less constrained setting. For human clinical systems, neural
implants with transcutaneous connections should ideally be avoided
since they are a potential source of infections. Optimally, the wireless
telemetry device would also be implanted along with electrode array
and power source. Several groups are developing single chip systems
that may eventually be small enough to enable a fully implantable
solution. However, this often means that they are not optimized for
neuroscience research. For example, several systems usually require
the external use of a power coil [2] which cannot be worn by a
freely moving animal. Similarly, they are often designed for short
range wireless transmission [3]. Due to power and bandwidth limi-
tations, single chip systems often compress data, transmitting lower
resolution signals [2] or threshold crossings from individual action
potentials [4]. In contrast, for neuroscience research, a large animal
such as a monkey can carry a substantial power supply, which can be
changed every 24 hours as part of an experimental routine. Also, both
action potential waveforms, as well as lower frequency neural signals
such as electrocorticograms and local field potential are relevant to
these neurological studies. Given these different constraints, it was
logical to design a system optimized for neuroscience research using
inexpensive off-the-shelf hardware.

Several implementations of high-rate multi-channel wireless trans-
mitters for neurological acquisition systems using off-the-shelf com-
ponents have been reported earlier. Rizk [2] proposes a 96-channel,
1 Mbit/s system capable of transmitting only one channel of broad-
band data at a time using a 150 mW transmitter. Obeid [5] took
a rather different approach that employed an embedded computer
and WLAN equipment to implement a wearable telemetry system.

It is capable of transmitting 12 channels of broadband neural data
and requires 4 W of power, which is far too high for multi-day
recordings. Other multi-channel analog based transmitter systems
can be economical in terms of power consumption as no analog-to-
digital conversion stage is required [3]. However, it is very difficult to
control their signal fidelity under various channel impairments such
as multipath or shadowing.

To meet the required specifications at sufficiently low power
and small size for use with a rhesus macaque, we have developed
HermesD, which provides 32 channels of neural data sampled at
30 kSps. It is mainly targeted for neuroscience research applications
that involve multi-day freely behaving experiments. It also provides
the unique capability to transmit neural data up to 20 m, allowing the
study of macaques embedded in social colonies or outdoor settings.

II. HERMESD SYSTEM

The HermesD transmitter is implemented using only COTS com-
ponents and was designed to be housed in an aluminum enclosure
secured to the primate’s head, similar to the one described in [6].

The neurological signals are captured by a 400 µm pitch
10×10 micro-electrode array developed at the University of Utah [7].
HermesD was designed to process 32 of the 96 channels provided
by the electrode array, with possible future expansion to support all
the available channels.

Wireless transmission occurs at about 3.95 GHz and the system
can be easily tuned to any frequency between 3.7 GHz and 4.1 GHz.
There are a few reasons for the choice of this frequency range.
First, the allocated services for the band, mainly commercial satellite
broadcast, pose virtually no risk of interference to this system,
and vice versa. Secondly, the frequency is high enough to enable
the design of small high efficiency antennas like the one built for
HermesD. Lastly, a high carrier frequency also enables the use of
high bandwidth signals to accommodate high bit-rates — important
for scalability purposes. During the experiments, monkey subjects are
usually housed in cages with a small mesh aperture (in the order of
2.5×2.5 cm²). If low carrier frequencies are used (below 1 GHz), the
cage attenuation can be very significant. We performed attenuation
tests that showed little attenuation at 4 GHz.

The frequency shift keying (FSK) modulation method was choosen
since it enables a low power modulator implementation and a simpler
receiver design where non-coherent techniques can be employed.

The RF output power of the transmitter, approximately 100 µW,
is enhanced by an antenna gain of 7 dB, providing enough power to
cover a range over 20 m with a comfortable link margin of about
20 dB.

A. Transmitter

The detailed HermesD transmitter block diagram is shown in Fig. 1
and its blocks are described next:
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Fig. 1. HermesD transmitter block diagram
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Fig. 2. HermesD frame format

1) Ampli�er array and ADC: The 32 neural channels are amplified
and filtered by two 16-channel biopotential array amplifiers from
Intan Tech, LLC (RHA1016) [8]. These provide 46 dB of voltage
gain, a configurable upper cut-off frequency ranging from 10 Hz
to 10 kHz (set to 5 kHz in our experiments), and a lower cut-off
frequency fixed at 0.05 Hz. Channels are multiplexed before being
digitized by the dual channel analog-to-digital converter (ADC), the
Linear Technology LTC1407A-1. Both multiplexed outputs from the
amplifier arrays are sampled simultaneously and converted into 12-bit
samples. The value of each LSB was set to 1.5 µV, slighlty less
than the input referred noise of the amplifiers (2 µVrms), and spike
amplitudes can be as high as 6.3 mV before clipping occurs.

2) Stream packetizer and frame structure: The stream packetizer
collects samples from the ADC and organizes them in structured
frames that contain additional information for synchronization and
error detection. The packetizer is implemented in a Xilinx XC2C64A
64-macrocell CPLD (Complex Programable Logic Device), with an
utilization ratio of about 65%. The CPLD was successfully tested
up to 58 MHz (clock frequency), a limit considerably higher than
the value used by HermesD at 24 MHz. As this frequency also
sets a limit on the bit rate, this same CPLD configuration can be
used for future HermesD versions with a higher channel count, as
discussed in section IV. The frames, whose format is depicted in
Fig. 2, contain 50 bits and are transmitted back-to-back. The frame
fields and their purpose are the following: Frame Sync Sequence
(FSS), a 9-bit synchronization pattern of alternating zeros and ones
(010101010) that indicates the start of the frame; Channel (Ch), a
4-bit channel number being scanned by the amplifier arrays; Data
fields (D1 – D4), a pair of 12-bit samples from the selected channels;
and the Frame Check Sequence (FCS), a 7-bit checksum that is
used to validate data integrity. The frames also contain stuffing
bits (S fields) that are added at the end of every group of 7 bits,
starting after the FSS. These bits are simply the repetition of the
previous bit value, thus avoiding the FSS pattern to appear inside
the frame and causing frame synchronization misalignments. The
sampling frequency per channel is determined by fclk, the system
clock frequency, and N, the number of bits in the frame, using
fs = fclk/(16N) = (24�106)/(16�50) = 30 kSps.
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Fig. 3. HermesD receiver block diagram

3) Modulator: The FSK modulator is built around a miniature
VCO module, the SMV3895A from Z-Communications, Inc. The
output frequency is set by a simple resistor divider and the VCO
is left in free running mode. No frequency stabilizing mechanism is
used, such as a PLL, due to power saving reasons. In fact, as the
occupied bandwidth of the modulated signal is fairly large (approxi-
mately 60 MHz), the VCO frequency stability is not a major concern.
The typical temperature drift of this VCO is about 0.5 MHz/°C, which
for a temperature controlled room like the one where the experiments
take place, is low enough to have any impact on the system. To further
enhance the frequency stability, a 10 dB attenuator was inserted at the
output of the VCO so that the frequency pulling effect is mitigated.
This effect is caused by the impedance variation of the antenna in its
occasional proximity to external objects.

This VCO has a low modulation input capacitance (Cin � 11 pF),
making it suitable for wide signal bandwidths. In HermesD, the
source impedance driving the VCO is Rs = 100 Ω, setting the max-
imum modulation bandwidth to BWmod = 1/(2πRsCin) = 145 MHz
allowing a much higher data rate than currently used (24 Mbit/s).

The frequency deviation for the FSK signal was adjusted to a
maximum of ± 20 MHz and was limited by the available receiver
bandwidth (60 MHz).

4) Antennas: The transmitter antenna sits on top of the aluminum
housing and is based on a microstrip patch design, which allows a
very low profile construction: the patch area is 24×24 mm² and the
substrate used is 3.2 mm thick made out of Teflon (RO5880 from
Rogers Corp.). The antenna has an impedance bandwidth of 420 MHz
centered at 3.95 GHz. The measured gain was 7.0 dB and is efficiency
efficiency is 88%. The antenna can cover a full hemisphere with a
maximum signal variation of 15 dB, which is well within the system
signal margin for a 20 m link distance. This wide spatial antenna
coverage is a desirable feature for reliable communications when the
animal subjects are freely moving.

Both receiver and transmitter antennas employ circular polariza-
tion. This is particularly useful to attenuate first order reflections
(single bounce) that occur in an indoor environment, which are the
main cause for signal fluctuation due to destructive interference. All
odd order reflections have their polarization rotation sense reversed,
which are attenuated by the receiving antenna configured for the
transmitter polarization.

B. Receiver
The HermesD receiver (Fig. 3) is mostly built from readily

available RF modules and is based on the classical superheterodyne
architecture. Its main blocks are discussed as follows:

1) RF and IF sections: The received signal is captured by a
13 dBi conical horn antenna coupled to a waveguide circular polarizer
compatible with the transmitted polarization type.

In the first receiver stage there is a low-noise downconverter block
(LNB) that amplifies (65 dB of gain) and downshifts the incoming
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Fig. 4. Received signal eye diagram at 3 m of separation

frequency to 1.2 GHz. There is a second intermediate frequency
conversion stage that serves two purposes: 1) receiver tunability
by varying the oscillator frequency; 2) frequency shift to the band
center of the automatic gain control amplifier (1 GHz). This amplifier
provides a constant output level to the demodulator for 70 dB of
input signal power variation and can process signal bandwidths up
to 60 MHz.

2) FM discriminator: A custom FM demodulator was imple-
mented and it is based on the delay line architecture shown inside the
dashed block of Fig. 3. The discriminator mixer produces a voltage
that varies as the cos(∆φ ), ∆φ being the phase difference between
the input ports of this mixer. This phase difference is generated by
using different lengths for the transmission lines connecting the signal
splitter to this mixer. The demodulator main design parameter is the
transmission line length difference (∆l) and the following procedure
is used to obtain its value:

1) from the required frequency deviation ( fd) and center frequency
( fc), the integer number of odd multiples of 90° phase shifts in
the extra ∆l length, k, is determined using k = b( fc/ fd +1)/2c;

2) then, ∆l is found from the velocity of propagation in the
transmission lines (vp) using ∆l = (2k−1)(vp/ fc)/4;

The ∆l parameter also directly influences the maximum transi-
tion rate that the demodulator can sustain while keeping the same
maximum amplitude deflection at its output. Given the demodulator
nature, the maximum theoretical rate (also the FSK bit rate) is
limited to Rmax = vp/∆l = 4 fc/(2k− 1) = 4 fd , which corresponds
to a modulation index h = 2 fd/R of 0.5. Due to the band limiting
nature of other components in the system and to make the clock
recovery circuit more tolerant to jitter, 2 f d is a more practical limit
for Rmax (h = 1).

In the specific case of HermesD, the following parameters are
used: fc = 1 GHz, fd = 25 MHz, vp = 2�108 m/s (RG-174 coaxial
cable); k = 20; ∆l = 1.95 m; and h = 2.1. With these parameters a
usable Rmax of 50 Mbit/s is possible. Note that fd is set to 5 MHz
larger than the frequency deviation used for the HermesD signal in
order to accommodate carrier frequency offsets A snapshot of the
demodulated signal eye diagram at 24 Mbit/s with a transmitter-
receiver separation of 3 m on a bench-top setup is displayed in Fig. 4.
The eye diagram is sufficiently open for an error free operation under
correct bit sampling instants.

3) Bit synchronizer: Bit synchronization is achieved by the clock
recovery circuit, which is based on a single transistor oscillator with
injection locking (synchronous oscillator) [9]. It has several attractive
features that are exploited in this system: its acquisition time is very
fast, less than 1 µs, corresponding to less than half a frame, and thus
keeps a low number of lost frames during aquisition; wide tracking
range — 1% of the clock frequency — which is wide enough for the
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Fig. 5. Wireless in vivo recording of spontaneous neural activity of a rhesus
monkey (signal for electrodes 16 and 30).

transmitter bit clock frequency tolerance (±100 ppm); and the circuit
complexity is very low and easy to tune by varying just one capacitor
value.

4) Computer interface: The receiver also includes a CPLD to
convert the recovered serial data stream into a 32-bit parallel bus for
computer storage. This bus has a clock rate 32 times lower than the
incoming serial stream (750 kwords/s) which makes the computer
data acquisition more efficient and cost effective. The digital I/O
interface device is a National Instruments USB-6259. Frame storage,
synchronization, disassembly and error check are performed off-line
by software developed in the C and Matlab languages.

III. RESULTS

This system was used to obtain neural data in vivo. One adult
male rhesus macaque was implanted with a 96-electrode array (I2S,
Salt Lake City, UT [7]) using standard neurosurgical techniques
similar to those described in [10] 8 months prior to the current
study. All of the surgical procedures were approved by Stanford
University’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC.)
The HermesD prototype was tested inside a neuroscience rig while
the animal was seated in a primate chair. A wired adapter was used
to attach the device to the neural connector less than 20 cm from the
implant. All 32 channels of neural data were received wirelessly at
a distance of 1 m in this recording experiment.

A. Neural data recordings

Some of the initial recordings performed are shown in Fig. 5.
Samples acquired by the receiver were aligned sequentially in time
based upon when the corresponding frame was recovered. In order
to produce the two panels on the right, a second order high-pass
butterworth filter with a 250 Hz cutoff frequency was applied to
the data. The root mean squared (RMS) error was estimated from
150 seconds of recorded data by taking the standard deviation of the
channel. Note that this assumes a negligible contribution from neural
spikes. For the channels shown, from top to bottom, the RMS values
measured were 11.9 µV and 11.7 µV. In order to find neural spikes
in the data, a threshold of three times the RMS value was set. If this
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TABLE I
POWER BREAKDOWN OF HERMESD

Device Amp. Array ADC CPLD VCO OSC Total

Power (mW) 68 14 26 30 5 142

value was crossed, a snippet of data around this time was extracted
and a shape heuristic was applied. This heuristic filters for events
in which the negative deflection is followed by a positive deflection.
Action potentials recovered from 20 seconds of broadband data from
the two plotted channels are shown on the left panels. Note that
multiple distinct neural units are present on each of these channels.

IV. POWER AND SYSTEM SCALABILITY

Power consumption in wireless implants is the major parameter
to be optimized since one desires long recording times with the
smallest battery volume possible. The largest power contributor for
the HermesD transmitter is its analog section as shown in Table I.
The power supply subsystem includes three switching regulators (5.0,
3.0 and 1.8 V) whose overall efficiency is 87%, adding an additional
21 mW of dissipation. Power is provided by two parallel-connected
3.7 V Li-Ion battery packs with a capacity of 1100 mAh each, the
same batteries used in [6].

The HermesD architecture was designed with scalability in mind.
Increasing the number of simultaneous transmitted channels is just
a matter of adding more amplifier arrays and ADCs. No other
hardware modifications are required since the CPLD and modulator
can currently handle higher data rates (in excess of 50 Mbit/s). On
the receiver side, the AGC and demodulator bandwidths are the only
parameters that need to be matched to the new data rates. For the
96-channel scenario, a 52 Mbit/s data rate would be required using
108 bit frames. The estimated power consumption would be 340 mW
and 60% of this power would be dissipated by the amplifier arrays
while the VCO and oscillator consumptions would remain essentially
the same.

V. DISCUSSION

HermesD is able to wirelessly transmit, receive and store 32 chan-
nels of broadband neural data at a rate of 30 kSps with a resolution
of 12 bit/sample, from a freely behaving primate. The power con-
sumption of the system is sufficiently low to make it possible to
operate for about two days from two small and lightweight batteries
before recharge. This time period is long enough for many different
experiments to be conducted with freely behaving animals.

A. Future developments

The recordings performed with HermesD show good signal quality
and absence of noticeable interference from the switching activity of
the digital section of the transmitter circuit. A very small fraction of
the frames were reported with errors, at a rate of less than 0.1%. This
corresponds to an average loss rate of 30 samples/s/channel, which
is, nonetheless, a very tolerable data loss since we can easily apply
interpolation to “recover” those lost samples. It was experimentally
verified that the synchronizer was loosing track for a very small
fraction of time, caused by occasional long runs of ones or zeros
in the frames. This could be avoided by using self-synchronizing
line codes that prevent these bit events from occurring, such as the
Coded Mark Inversion or Manchester codes. Increasing the receiver
bandwidth, which is currently limited to 60 MHz, will enable not
only the use of these line codes but also the increase of the number
of channels. A higher receiver bandwidth version is currently being
planned.

B. Applications

Recently, there has been increased interest in using several kinds
of neural signals for neural prosthetics. For example, it may be
possible to combine spike waveforms with lower frequency local
field potential, or record simultaneously from electrocortical arrays
as well as high-impedance electrode arrays. HermesD allows these
types of signals to be recorded simultaneously in experiments with
freely moving animals. Beyond neural prosthetic applications, the
long range of this system enables experiments with animals in a far
less constrained environment. Several labs do behavioral research on
rhesus macaques embedded in social colonies. With this device, it
would be possible to record neural activity from an animal interacting
freely with other animals in a complex setting. This represents a
fundamentally new source of data for the neuroscience community
that may lead to important new discoveries about the processing
algorithms of the cerebral cortex.
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